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How I think about Instagram 
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Instagram has nuances that are important to  
understand from a content strategy perspective. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Instagram is a place for proof points and stories that connect your brand at a human level. It is also a place for a young, global audience to engage with and reconsider their perceptions of your brand. In my role at IBM, it’s a place where my goal is to showcase moments, people and the culture of IBM in alignment with the natural language of the platform: beautiful, inspiring photography. It’s important to understand the nuances of the platform. [DISCUSS GRAPHIC]



Reach specific audiences in 
meaningful ways 
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“PI DAY” 
VIDEO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Instagram, I’m constantly trying to think of innovative ways to visually represent topics of interest to particular audiences. For example, Instagram is a really great way for us to reach potential recruits for STEM roles. [EXPLAIN PI DAY VIDEO]We also know there’s a robust design community on Instagram, which is a key strategic area for IBM. We’re often featuring the latest design projects as well as reminding our audiences of the design giants who have influenced IBM as a brand, like Paul Rand, Eero Saarinen and Eliot Noyes. [EXPLAIN RAND VIDEO]



Reach specific audiences in 
meaningful ways 
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“PAUL RAND” 
VIDEO 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On Instagram, I’m constantly trying to think of innovative ways to visually represent topics of interest to particular audiences. For example, Instagram is a really great way for us to reach potential recruits for STEM roles. [EXPLAIN PI DAY VIDEO]We also know there’s a robust design community on Instagram, which is a key strategic area for IBM. We’re often featuring the latest design projects as well as reminding our audiences of the design giants who have influenced IBM as a brand, like Paul Rand, Eero Saarinen and Eliot Noyes. [EXPLAIN RAND VIDEO]



Case Study: #ViewFromMyDesk 
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Objectives: 
• Showcase IBM’s global scale 
• Show flexible working 

environments 
• Drive traffic to recruitment 

website 

Measurement: 
• Engagement on 

Instagram 
• Engagement across 

other platforms  
• Clicks to recruitment 

website 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
#ViewFromMyDesk was a moment in time campaign that we did in partnership with our global recruitment team to reach Millennials. We wanted to show flexible working environments as well as the global nature of IBM. We saw this really take off organically with employees around the world—in addition to raising the awareness of our account, it also really brought employees together.The global recruitment team reached out internally in key priority regions to source employee photos. We found that about 1 in 8 photos made the cut for our campaign—so we learned for future campaigns that we need a large pool of content in order to select the best photography.We also saw that once we started posting, we were seeing photos come in from around the world via the #ViewFromMyDesk hashtag on Instagram. We cross-posted the photos on Twitter and Facebook, which unsurprisingly was where we saw the most click-through traffic to the recruitment website. As a result of the organic takeoff, we were able to feature locations like Slovenia, Russia, Taiwan, Norway, and other locations that we had never featured before on our social channels. Results: -10 photographs from 8 countries were posted, with many additional photos that we’ve shared over time. More than 10,000 social actions/engagements across Instagram and our other social platforms on the content- ~700 visits to the IBM jobs pages from unique bit.ly used for campaign



Other collaborations 
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#InTheLab 

#IBMDesign 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
On the heels of the success of the #ViewFromMyDesk campaign, we’ve collaborated with other parts of the company to leverage Instagram as a storytelling vehicle. We use #InTheLab as an ongoing “always on” theme to showcase what’s happening in our research labs around the world. I like to use these photos to inspire students and prospective employees that IBM is a company where we are actually changing the world.We’ve also had IBMers “take over” our account for a week at a time to showcase a particular area of the company. We had a designer from IBM Design in Austin take us on a tour of what it is that that group does. We had an employee give a tour of our new offices in Silicon Alley in New York when we opened our IBM Watson headquarters there. 



Listening 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To measure success and mine for content, we use Iconosquare. It’s a great, freemium tool for measurement and metrics on Instagram. It allows you to sort your content by popularity, engagement rate and more, and lets you track on a daily and monthly basis how you’re performing. 



Listening 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rival IQ is a tool that we started using this year and one of the few ones I’ve seen that has really robust Instagram metrics. The value add Rival IQ brings is the ability to track your performance against your competitive set. It’s one of the most valuable tools I’ve ever used for tracking social performance.



Helpful hacks 
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Use a custom bit.ly as your Instagram URL 

Put additional hashtags 
in as a comment  

so you don’t clutter your 
caption 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Custom bit.lys allow you to change the target URL on a static bit.ly link. This means you can change the link you drive to in Instagram for specific campaigns without having to constantly update your Instagram profile. It also allows you to track clicks.Adding in additional hashtags as a comment helps to keep your caption streamlined, but also increases the search visibility of your post.

http://bit.ly


Recap 
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• Instagram has a unique aesthetic. Make sure you’re true to the 
platform and the community 

• Create content designed to subtly reach your key audience 
segments 

• Iconosquare is a great free tool for measuring 

• Rival IQ lets you track your progress against competitors 

• Unite your audience around hashtags—but sprinkle in over time 

• Use a custom bit.ly as your Instagram URL 

• Add additional hashtags as a comment to increase search visibility 

http://bit.ly
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